APPENDIX B

EXPERIENCE OF EVE TEASING QUESTIONNAIRE (EETQ)

INSTRUCTIONS
Kindly read the questions/ statements that follow carefully. See how often they are applicable to you and indicate your response by:

- **N** => if it is never applicable to you.
- **R** => if it is rarely applicable to you.
- **S** => if it is sometimes applicable to you.
- **F** => if it is applicable to you frequently.
- **A** => if it is almost always applicable to you.

None of the responses are right or wrong. Please do not leave any question unanswered. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. Thus, feel free to give honest responses to the questions. Your co-operation in this connection would be highly appreciated.

1. While passing by, do you see boys sitting on the roadside pavements or railings staring at you? N R S F A
2. Do you experience boys sing or playing double meaning songs to tease you? N R S F A
3. While you are performing on stage, do you experience hooting by boys? N R S F A
4. In a crowded bus, are you touched or pinched by somebody? N R S F A
5. Do you receive blank or crank calls? N R S F A
6. While you are walking alone, does some boy try to speak to you? N R S F A
7. In a crowded place, you are slapped on your bottoms. N R S F A
8. In a quiet corner or a lonely place, a man shows his genitals to you. N R S F A
9. You are chased by boy(s) while you are driving. N R S F A
10. You are walking on the road and some boy frightens you by zooming on to you from behind. N R S F A
11. You are passing by and some boy winks whistles or makes an odd sound. N R S F A
12. You are walking on the road and a stranger offers you a lift. N R S F A
13. You are standing very close to a boy and he tries to press his body against yours. N R S F A
14. In the darkness of a cinema hall, a boy sitting close to you tries to make a physical contact with you. N R S F A
15. In a cinema hall or an auditorium somebody throws objects like paper aeroplanes, crumpled paper, etc., on you. N R S F A
16. A boy runs into you intentionally and makes it appear an accident. N R S F A
17. You are passing by and some boy(s) pass a lewd remark at you. N R S F A
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18. Do boys make catcalls at you?  N R S F A
19. You are passing by and a group of boys try to make you conscious by looking at you.  N R S F A
20. You are walking and a boy(s) try to frighten you by blaring a scary horn.  N R S F A
21. You are going steady with a boy and taunted by other boys.  N R S F A
22. Do boys (not your acquaintances) make comments about the way you are dressed up?  N R S F A
23. You are passing by and somebody makes a comment at you loudly.  N R S F A
24. You are driving and a stranger starts driving parallel to you and tries to make a conversation with you?  N R S F A
25. Do you receive anonymous love letters or cards from boys?  N R S F A
26. Do you find your name or a remark about you written on tables, walls, etc.?  N R S F A
27. Do you see boys roaming in cars with tinted windows just to have a look at you?  N R S F A
28. Do you see boys roaming in cars with music on full blast volume to tease you?  N R S F A
29. Do you find your vehicle damaged by some boys and offered help by the same boys later?  N R S F A
30. You are talking to your friends and some boys overhear you and make a remark or mimic you?  N R S F A
31. Do boys send beggars after you to annoy you?  N R S F A
32. You are talking to a boy and he tries to show off to his friends in an exaggerated way?  N R S F A
33. You are walking and some boy(s) comes suddenly and hits on some specific part of our body?  N R S F A
34. If you are wearing a T-shirt or a dress with something written on it and some boy(s) read it aloud to make you feel conscious.  N R S F A
35. Some boy(s) throws objects like chalks aiming at a specific part of your body?  N R S F A
36. Do boys throw flying kisses at you?  N R S F A
37. Do you see boys making obscene gestures at you?  N R S F A
38. Do boys circle around you in cars or bikes?  N R S F A
39. Do boys irritate you by blinking the dipper lights of their cars?  N R S F A
40. Do boys use bad language in front of you?  N R S F A
41. You are sitting in a bus and a boy comes and sits next to you in spite of many other vacant seats?  N R S F A